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Given the sheer importance of the East European revolutions of 1989, there 
is understandably no shortage of scholarly and journalistic work on their history.1 
The many works that appeared in anticipation of the twentieth anniversary of the 
momentous events of that year compliment a rich literature of memoirs and anal-
yses that appeared in the 1990s, as observers sought to understand the origins, 
course, and consequences of the annus mirabilis. Some of these works focus on 
�%������!&��!��������������$�������!������\��!�����	��!��<�������%�����Q���
forces at work in the region that set off the domino-like collapse of old regimes 
and the birth of the new. Some pay more attention to Gorbachev and his role in 
undermining the stability of the region and the will of communist elites to main-
tain their antiquated political and economic systems intact. Others emphasize the 
dynamics of the international system and how they encouraged (or, in some 
cases, discouraged) the changes that swept over Eastern and East Central Europe 
in that year. In this connection, numerous studies focus on the superpowers, the 
(�����������������%���!$����(��!��������%������&�������!���%���$����!&�^_`_�����
the recasting of the late Cold War world as a result.

+���!&� �%��"!�	�!�� �%�������!"����!���<��!&�^_`_�������!�� �%�� &���>%����
memoirs of participants in the events. On the American side, the memoirs of 
George Herbert Walker Bush and Brent Scowcroft, of James Baker III, and of 
Robert Gates present a more or less official take on the contribution of Washing-
ton to the peaceful outcome of the East European revolutions.2 Particularly useful 
in understanding the thoughts and actions of American statesmen during this 
�������������!�������%�����!�������*��!&��!�����|���%��Q��"%!���$�������%��

1 ��!"����������������!&�Q����������!��*�������%���������#���������!�!��**��&!��%���<��������
work on this project. I would also like to thank Prof. Thomas W. Simons, Jr., for his helpful 
comments on the original draft.

� �!���%���������!�������$!����!�������������!	���The Walls Came Tumbling Down: The Col-
lapse of Communism in Eastern Europe�~=�"��!�	���<&!���(��$����*�{����^__��}����!�%*�
Garton Ash, The Magic Lantern: the Revolution of ’89 witnessed in Warsaw, Budapest, Berlin, 
and Prague�~=�"��!�	��#����Q���^__��\

2 George Bush and Brent Scowcroft, A World Transformed� ~=�"��!�	��+�&����+\�¡�!�&��^__`�}�
James A. Baker III, The Politics of Diplomacy: Revolution, War and Peace, 1989–1992� ~=�"�
�!�	���{�{��������!���^__��}��!������\�������From the Shadows� ~=�"��!�	�����!������
��%������^__��\��!��������������������!&��%��[����!��%����������*��!&���%������������!��
policy from the perspective of the previous administration of Ronald Reagan, see George Shultz, 
Turmoil and Triumph: My Years as Secretary of State�~=�"��!�	��X%����������������!���^__��\
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=���!�����������*�X!��������������	�����!�	��(��������!���!��!�!"\3 Con-
doleezza Rice and Philip Zelikow, both of whom were in the White House at the 
time, were able to use classified documents to construct the story of the fall of 
the Wall and the unification of Germany in a more scholarly fashion.4

��������*�������%���!$����(��!���!�������!!���&�����%��^_`_��$������!$�-
���!&&������"�����!������<�!���%���+��������!����!������%���������������Q�
of the events of 1989 in print, starting with Mikhail Gorbachev and Eduard She-
vardnadze.5 Soviet policymaking in this period was confined to a small circle of 
advisors around Gorbachev, and their memoirs and diaries provide unusual insight 
into Moscow’s understanding of what was taking place in Eastern Europe. Cer-
tainly, the most impressive and revealing are Anatolii Chernyaev’s diaries, 
Sovmestnyi iskhod, which also appeared in abbreviated form in English.6 Many 
of Gorbachev’s advisors subsequently also gave long interviews and participated 
in conferences on 1989, where their interpretations of events were recorded and, 
in some cases, later published.7

The memoirs of Soviet and American leaders are complimented by those of 
Europeans who both participated in and observed the events of 1989 from the 
perspective of their own countries’ interests. Particularly impressive in this con-

3 �!�����)\�|���%��Q��American Diplomacy and the End of the Cold War: An Insider’s Account 
of US Policy in Europe, 1989–1992 (Washington, DC: Wilson Center, 1997); Jack Matlock, 
Autopsy on an Empire: The American Ambassador’s Account of the Fall of the Soviet Empire 
~=�"��!�	������!��|!����^__��\

4 Philip Zelikow and Condoleezza Rice, ~��`�	"��	������	���������=��	
\��`������*���"��	�
Statecraft�~X������Q�����\��|��$����(��$����*�{����^__��\

5 Mikhail Gorbachev, Memoirs�~=�"��!�	��
!������*��^__��\�������!���	%�����!����%�$�����
Zdenek Mlynar, Conversations with Gorbachev: on Perestroika, the Prague Spring, and the 
Crossroads of Socialism�~=�"��!�	��X!�������(��$����*�{���������}���������%�$����������
The Future Belongs to Freedom�~=�"��!�	���%�������{����^__^�\

6 A. Chernyaev, Sovmestnyi iskhod: Dnevnik duvkh epokh 1972–1991 goda�~�!�!"������{�=��
���`�\��!������&�����Q��%� ���Q��Q�����!�������+���!�*�X%���*��$��My Six Years with Gor-
bachev�~(��$����*�{��	��{���*�$�����������(��$����*�{���������\�+�!�Q�!�%��������Q��%��
����&!���<�������#����*��!������Ten Years That Shook the World: The Gorbachev Era as Wit-
nessed by His Chief of Staff�~=�"��!�	��������!!	��^__��}�{�$���{�����%��	!��My Years with 
Gorbachev and Shevardnadze: The Memoir of a Soviet Interpreter�~(��$����*�{��	��{���*�$�����
(��$����*�{����̂ __��}�+����������%�$��Gorbachev’s Gamble: Soviet Foreign Policy and the End 
of the Cold War�~X������Q���{!���*�����`�\���!���!���!��{!������!�������Q�����+\�X%���*��$��+\�
Veber, and V. Medvedev, eds., V Politbyuro TsK KPSS, 1985–91 (Moscow: Alpina, 2006).

7 See, especially, Svetlana Savranskaya, Thomas Blanton, and Vladislav Zubok, eds., Masterpiec-
es of History: The Peaceful End of the Cold War in Europe 1989 (Budapest: Central European 
(��$����*�{������^��\���������*���%��=���!�����������*�+��%�$���q����!&��%��X!���?���X!�-
lection” holds numerous documents on the superpowers’ role in 1989. My thanks to Svetlana 
Savranskaya for sending me draft copies of these works and allowing me to cite them in the orig-
inal paper. See also the Hoover Institution Archives (hereafter HIA), Hoover Institution-Gor-
���%�$� �!������!�� X!������!�� ~%����&���� |���X��� &!�� �� ����� !&� �����$��"� "��%� ��!�������
�!$��������+��������!&[�������!����%������!�\��%�����%�$��!&��%���!����%�$��!������!�����
Moscow hold many similar documents.
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nection are the memoirs of Helmut Kohl and the diaries of his chief advisor, Horst 
Teltschik.8� � �%�� $��"� !&� ���Q����� �%���%��� ���� ����¹!�� ����������� ���� ��!�
important to understanding the international politics of the period.9

There is surprisingly no shortage of available archival material on 1989. Part 
!&��%�����!�����%����%�������Q�X!�������{���*�!&��%���!$����(��!��"������!��
������ �*� �%��������� Q!$�������� ���� ��� ���%�$�� "���� ������ ���� ������� ��� �%��
hands of the Russian State Archives Administration. As a result, Central Com-
mittee and Politburo materials from 1989 are readily accessible for research and 
even available in published form.10��%���!����%�$��!������!������!�!"�����
�%��|!!$�����������!���������&!���(��$����*�%!����!�������&�!���������!���
of the period that were in the personal hands of Gorbachev’s team of advisors. 
Some historians have successfully used East European archives to reconstruct 
great-power motives and actions during the crisis year of 1989.11 The East German 
archives are particularly useful for this purpose, since the East German state was 
��!�$�����"�� �%�� �����Q��!�������(���*�{���*� ~��
��� ���$��Q� �%�������%�$��
fully available for research.12 While Polish, Czech, Hungarian, Romanian, and 
Bulgarian successor states still protect some archives of the period, there is no 
GDR successor state to protect its former holdings. Its archives, including those 
of the SED and of the State Security Service (the Staatssicherheitsdienst, the 
Stasi), can be thought of as stored in a butcher shop, where various body parts 
are hung out for display and can be investigated pretty much at will. Of course, 
much was destroyed in the last months of the GDR, between the demonstrations 

8 Helmut Kohl, Erinnerungen 1982–1990 (Munich: Droemer, 2005); Horst Teltschik, 329 Tage: 
Innenansichten der Einigung (Berlin: Siedler, 1991).

9 Margaret Thatcher, The Downing Street Years� ~)!��!��� |������ X!������ ^__��}� 
�$��� ������
Francois Mitterrand�~X������Q���{!���*������}�����������!�!��q���������������������%������
!&��%��X!���?���������������(��[����!���+������������]�Cold War History 7, no. 4 (2007): 
455–78, 457–59; John Campbell, Margaret Thatcher�~)!��!���{�����!�������\

10 ���������Q����������!��^_`_������$��������!������![������&!���`_�����%��|!!$�����������!��+�-
�%�$�����"���������!�%������!�����!��!��������%��(�����������\���������*��X�������X!��������
���������������!��$�����������|!!$����������![�%���q{�����*����������!Q!�¡!�������¡!�-
munisticheskoi partii Sovetskogo Soyuza 1941–1990. Iz fonda Rossiiskogo Gosudarstvennogo 
+�	%�$��=!$��%�����!���\]�{!������!�����������������&!�������X%���*��$��#���������$���$��
eds., V Politbyuro.

11 See especially Mark Kramer, “The Collapse of East European Communism and the Repercus-
�!�� "��%��� �%�� �!$���� (��!�� ~{���� ^��]� Journal of Cold War Studies� ��� �!\� �� ~����� �������
^�`����\����{!������������Q!�*��\�
!������q�������Q��������������!����?������{������
!��{!�������!$���!"����
��!�����������&!�����!��]������¢�¢�����!�!�������>{��������*��
=\�{����)���!"������)�!�!��!�=�������\��Europe and the End of the Cold War (Abingdon: 
Routledge, 2008), 58–61.

12 �!�� &����&������!&� �%����������������%�$��� ������*���������!�����1989: The Struggle to 
Create a Post-Cold War Europe�~{������!���{������!��(��$����*�{�������_�������|��>|��-
mann Hertle, ����_��������������������	#��#
�����!���*��#
����
�	!���
�*���*�����
, 2nd ed. 
(Opladen: Westdeutscher Verlag, 1999). See also Andreas Rödder, Deutschland einig Vaterland: 
Die Geschichte der Wiedervereinigung (Munich: Beck, 2009).
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of October 1989 and the election of a non-communist government in March 1990. 
Apparently, even Vladimir Putin, then a KGB operative in the GDR, was so hard 
at work burning documents in Dresden that his furnace broke down.13


!��������*��������������!��$��������!���%���!������!&��%��(��Q!$��������
���^_`_���%!�Q%�"��%����*���������!�\��%��=���!�����������*�+��%�$�����?�%-
��Q�!���
\X\�%���!���*�!�����"!�	������������Q������!��!&���&!�����!��+���
������!�� �!� ������&*� (�� ��������� &�!�� ^_`_�� ��� ����������� �%!�� �!�������
used by Rice and Zelikow in the study mentioned above.14

Many scholarly studies touch on the problems of the superpower relationship 
and the revolutions of 1989 that are broached in this chapter. Perhaps the most 
�!����%���$�������$*��)�&&�����For the Soul of Mankind.15 Mary Elise Sarotte 
has written an intriguing account of the international dynamics behind the fall of 
the Berlin Wall and the reunification of Germany.16 There are a number of im-
portant scholarly books that tell the story of the fall of the Wall and the end of 
communism in Eastern Europe, including several interesting journalistic studies.17 
Several worthwhile collections of articles have appeared from conferences mark-
ing the twentieth anniversary of the fall of communist rule in Eastern Europe.18  
�!����Q��!���!���!����%�$�����%���!�������%��������!��%������	���!&��%���!-
viet empire in Eastern Europe are Vladislav Zubok’s A Failed Empire, Hannes 
Adomeit’s Imperial Overstretch, and Archie Brown’s Seven Years that Changed 
the World.19 Stephen Kotkin and Jan Tomasz Gross have published a provocative 

13 Sarotte, 1989, 93.
14 =�+�� ��!�Q��?�%��Q�!�� (��$����*\�The holdings include important CIA reports, Moscow 

������[����������!��������������q�!�������*]��!������!�������!�%����%��Q\�������!��%����&-
erences in footnote 8 above.

15 ���$*��)�&'����For the Soul of Mankind: The United States, the Soviet Union, and the Cold War 
~=�"��!�	��|��������?��Q�������\

16 Sarotte, 1989\�������!�+��<������$!��{���!��Die Vereinigung Deutschlands: Ein weltpolitisches 
Machtspiel, 2nd ed. ~�!����)��	�������\

17 See György Dalos, Der Vorhang geht auf: Das Ende der Diktaturen in Osteuropa (Munich: Beck, 
2009); Michael Meyer, The Year that Changed the World: The Untold Story Behind the Fall of the 
Berlin Wall�~=�"��!�	���������������_�}�#���!�������*����Revolution 1989: The Fall of the Soviet 
Empire�~=�"��!�	��{���%�!������_�\���"�����!��%��	����!�%*�����!��+%�&!����&�����Q�����!��%���
and other recent books. They are included in an insightful review essay by him about the literature 
on the revolutions of that year: “1989!” The New York Review of Books 56, no. 17 (2009).

18 See, in particular, Jeffrey Engel, ed., The Fall of the Berlin Wall: The Revolutionary Legacy of 
1989�~=�"��!�	���<&!���(��$����*�{�������_�}��������&�=�!��������\� The Last Decade of 
����]����̂ ����_��`�]�	������
�������	����]�	�����=��	
\��`����	�~)!��!�������	�X��������\�
See also the special issue John Connelly and Amir Weiner, eds. “Revisiting 1989,” Contempo-
rary European History 18, no. 3 (2009).

19 Vladislav Zubok, A Failed Empire: The Soviet Union in the Cold War from Stalin to Gorbachev 
~X%����� |����� (��$����*� !&� =!��%� X��!����� {���� �����}� |����� +�!������ Imperial Over-
stretch: Germany in Soviet Policy from Stalin to Gorbachev�~�����>�������=!�!��^__`�}�+�-
chie Brown, Seven Years that Changed the World: Perestroika in Perspective�~�<&!�����<&!���
(��$����*�{���������\�

=!������\�=�����	
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study of 1989 that focuses on the weaknesses of Gorbachev and the communist 
elites in the East.20�(��Q�����&&���������	�����	�¡������%�������%����������!&�
articles that emphasize the ways in which these elites were undermined by Gor-
bachev’s actions, as well as his policies.21 The secondary literature is remarkably 
strong, in part because the singular importance of the fall of communism to the 
international system makes its analysis central to understanding the past and fu-
ture of world politics.22

�%���������Q������!&� �%�������� �� �%��� �%�������!"���� �%��(������������
�����%���!$����(��!���"����&���%�����%�����%����Q%����������^_`_¥�%���������!�*�
of events and their accurate analysis—and thus their potential influence on these 
events, than the scholarly literature and especially the memoirs lead us to believe. 
Both Moscow and Washington were attached to the post-World War II Cold War 
order, which had guaranteed their primacy in international affairs. The rapid 
changes in Eastern Europe in 1989 challenged their image of themselves and of 
their relationship with each other. The corollary of this argument is that the East 
Europeans were the primary initiators of the revolutions of 1989, both in the 
failures of their communist leaderships and the initiatives of civil society (and 
the crowds of demonstrators), while the superpowers tended to react to events 
rather than to lead them.23

I use the term “superpowers” here in both an ironic and heuristic way: ironic 
��������%�����!���&����!��!&�����!������������*��!��<�����!"������"�����%�����
inherent in the concept of a superpower was almost completely lacking on both 
the American and Soviet sides; heuristic because this very condition of helpless-
ness in face of the force of events is instructive in helping us understand what it 
really meant to be a superpower in the late Cold War world. It is certainly true 
�%��������� �%��$��*�����!&��%��X!���?����%���!$����(��!�������%��(������������
were capable of destroying each other and a good part of the world, not to men-
tion Europe, in a full-scale military confrontation. But, at the same time, the 
superpowers were hamstrung by the East European crisis of 1989, in part unable, 
and in part unwilling to interfere in events beyond their control.

20 Stephen Kotkin, with a contribution from Jan T. Gross, Uncivil Society: 1989 and the Implosion 
of the Communist Establishment�~=�"��!�	������!��|!�������_�\

21 Kramer, “The Collapse (Part 1),” 178–256; (Part 2), Journal of Cold War Studies 6, no. 4 
~����������������}�~{������������\�����!\�^�~?���������������_�\�����%������������!��������
)�$������The Enigma of 1989: The USSR and the Liberation of Eastern Europe (Berkeley: 
(��$����*�!&�X���&!�����{����^__��\

22 Saki Ruth Dockrill, The End of the Cold War Era: The Transformation of the Global Security 
Order�~)!��!���|!�����+��!���������\

23 See Stokes, The Walls Came Tumbling Down and Timothy Garton Ash, The Magic Lantern: 
=�����������	��\�§��� �̂�	�

����	� �̂�
����;�����
���;����	���	�����!���~=�"��!�	�����-
�!��|!����^__��\��!�����������Q������&!����Q�!���%���������!�������&\�{�������¡����*��
A Carnival of Revolutions: Central Europe in 1989� ~{������!��� {������!�� (��$����*� {����
2002).
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In making this argument, it is important to note that there is plenty of evidence 
to support a different kind of picture of 1989, one that grants more foresight, un-
derstanding, and wisdom to both the Kremlin and the White House. Robert Hutch-
��Q�����X!��!����������������{%�����Á���	!"��&!���<�������%�$��"�������"���>�!�-
umented and convincing studies of American policy that underline its careful 
&!�������!������"���>�!���������<�����!�\24�����<��������������!&��!����%�$��
�!�������!"��������������!�����!�%��������)�$������������	�¡���������%�-
size a history of deep and ongoing Soviet involvement in Eastern Europe that was 
highly influential and consequential in the events of 1989.25 Despite these con-
vincing renditions of events, there is much in the documents that lead one to dif-
&�������!�����!�}��%������!��!&��%�����������!��<��!���!���!&��%����$������\

�"���*�*�����&�����%���$����!&�^_`_��������������!���������<������������-
ture to return to the annus mirabilis and to review the events of that year through 
the perspective of the documents and memoirs that have been made available 
����\� {����!<�����*�� �%�� !����� &!�� "!�	��Q� !�� �%�� �����!"��� ���� ^_`_� ���
Eastern Europe are much fuller and more detailed than those for working on 
similar questions regarding 1949, or, for that matter, 1939, certainly from the 
Soviet and East European side.

The major problem for any historian trying to deal with the revolutions of 
1989 is not sources, but rather narrative. How does one reconstruct these events, 
�������%������!�����*��%�!�!�!Q�������!Q���!����������!��������!���<��"��%!���
��	��Q��"�*� �%�����������!����Q�������������<���*������� ���!� �%��������!�� ���
����������!�������%���������%���!�>%!�����!�������!��!&��$����������!���	��
matters too logical and too comprehensible. But this is not just a matter of sub-
sequent historical accounts of 1989. If one reads the documents from the period, 
�$����%!����!�������*��%������!&����!��������	�����	�����!�	��(��������!��
in Moscow, one is left with a genuinely bifurcated understanding of the percep-
tions of the day.26 There is an awareness of profound upheaval in the spring and 
summer of 1989, but the bottom line of most analyses from the time was that the 
crisis would pass, or, more often, would take years to resolve, when in fact com-
munism would fall to everyone’s surprise within the year. This is true for both 
the American and Soviet sides of the superpower equation.

The Americans

��$����%���������!"���������!�����Q%��%�$���%!�Q%���%����%���!$����(��!��
�����%��(��������������������	��"�"%���"��Q!��Q�!���������������!����%�!�Q%�

24 Zelikow and Rice, ~��`�	"��	����; Hutchings, American Diplomacy, 8. Hutchings argues, for 
�<��������%������"����q�*�%]��%���q�%��"!����"�����Q%�������������&!��^_`_\]�

25 ¡�������q�%��X!������~{����^��]�)�$������The Enigma.
26 See Matlock, Autopsy on an Empire.

=!������\�=�����	
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their superannuated intelligence agencies. However, this does not appear to have 
������%����������������!���!�������*�!\��%��X�+��&!���<��������!������*�!$��-
estimated the economic strength of the GDR.27 On the Soviet side, there was 
clearly shock and incredulity in the Kremlin as first Egon Krenz and then Hans 
Modrow brought to Moscow the real story of the completely hopeless condition 
of the East German economy.28 While there was indeed a dissenting CIA report 
from September 1989 that predicted an imminent challenge to the stability of the 
�!$����(��!����%��=���!�����������Q�����+������!&����!����^_`_�����!�����
intelligence document from the same period, predicted much more optimistically 
that Gorbachev would survive the coming economic crisis of 1990–91 and en-
couraged the Bush administration to embrace Gorbachev wholeheartedly at Mal-
ta in December 1989.29 Even former Secretary of State George Shultz mentions 
with disdain the inability of the CIA to come up with a reliable analysis of Sovi-
et strengths and weaknesses during the final years of the Reagan administration. 
q���%��	�]�%��������q�%��(\�\��������Q�������!����%���!$����(��!��"��$��*��!!�\�
It misjudged the size and strength of the Soviet economy.”30

There is no reason for academics to gloat; many of their predictions and pre-
scriptions were as behind the pace of events as those of government analysts.31 
�&��!������%����������*��!�����������"%���"�������	������%���!$����(��!������
Eastern Europe was not just about a failure in intelligence; on both sides, politi-
cians heard and understood what they wanted to from their respective intelligence 
agencies.32�����!&��!�!"���!���<����������&!���Q���!���*�����*���#��������
�������������%���%��"�������!����%�$����������*��%����%���!�������!&��%��?��-
�"�{�������������� ��������Q� �%���
���"����!�� �%������	�!&��!�����\������!�-
bachev went about business as usual. “There was no reaction. Absolutely none.”33

27 Sarotte, 1989, 36.
28 Kohl, Erinnerungen, 961. Cf. Charles Maier, Dissolution: The Crisis of Communism and the 

End of the East German Regime�~{������!���{������!��(��$����*�{����̂ __������������������\
29 Savranskaya, Blanton, Zubok, eds., Masterpieces, 522–23. See also: Director of Intelligence, 

X�+��q�!�!"��^_`_�+Q�����&!��(�>�!$����������!��]��������*�^_`_�����=�+��������������
�!��������%����!���!�������!������������!�����������������������%!��������%���"�����!���<-
cised.

30 �%���������|�+��|���X���!<������\��%�������!�&�����%���%��%��������q�������������!����������!��]�
by the intelligence community, whose analysis, he concluded “was distorted by strong views 
about policy.” Shultz, Turmoil and Triumph, 864.

31 ������������	�$!�������������*�+��!���)\�|!�����	������������!�����%���������!&��!����%�$�
!��"!�����&&������%���������*���"!�����!�������������!���!���%���������½����!�\�+��!���)\�
Horelick, ed., U.S.-Soviet Relations: The Next Phase�~��%�����X!������(��$����*�{����^_`��\

32 Douglas J. MacEachin defends the CIA’s record in CIA Assessments of the Soviet Union: The 
Record Versus the Charges: An Intelligence Monograph, (Washington: Center for the Study of 
�������Q������^__����__�^�^\����"%�����%���!���%!"���&[��������"���!��������q����]��������-
gence to Congress, in particular, where political agendas trumped attempts at objectivity. See 
“Dialogue: The Musgrove Conference, May 1–3, 1998,” in Savranskaya, Blanton, Zubok, eds., 
Masterpieces, 99–214, 110–11. 

33 ����������|�+��|���X���!<�^���_\
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�%�� ��������*� !&�+�������� ������� �!� Q���� �%�� �<����� !&� �%�� ����� ���� �%��
immediacy of its effects, while claiming leadership of a superpower, is reflected 
in Robert Gates’s From the Shadows. As a career intelligence analyst and former 
�������!&��%����%�?%����|!�����&&���
����*�=���!�����������*�+�$�!�����
^_`_�_^�� ����� "������ ������ ����!�������*�� �%��� �%�� (�� Q!$��������� ��������Q�
the CIA, “had no idea” in the beginning of 1989 “that the tidal wave of history 
was about to break upon us.” “I know of no one in or out of government who 
predicted early in 1989 [at the beginning of the Bush administration] that before 
�%����<��������������������!������������!���"!�������&�����������*����&��������
=+�������� �%���!$����(��!���������&����!&�%��!�*\]34 One might add that they 
��������$����!�����!�\������������!����	���!���%!"�X!��!��������������!�-
��������	"����������!�����Á!�����	¥��������%����%�=���!�����������*�X!�����¥
provided “intellectual and political imagination guiding administration policy 
�!"��������������!��������%���!$����(��!�\]��%����!�������"��%�

��%���<������������������������	�����!���������$$*�������Q!������Q�	�������!"��!&������-
tegic and historical perspective, and my [Gates’s] management of interagency process, would 
���!"��%��(�������������!����*������>&!!����������%����!�������%����������!��!&�����������!����
�%�����[����!��!&�������*�������%��[�����!������!&��%���!$����(��!�\35 

But then the image of sure-footed leadership disappears again when he writes: 
q��!��^_`_��!�^__^��"��%!���%��������!&�%��!�*������"��%!�������&�����	��\]36

As a result of this ambivalence and the inherent conservatism in the Bush ad-
ministration’s style and approach, Bush, Baker, Scowcroft and others developed a 
hands-off, wait-and-see attitude toward Eastern Europe. This very much reflected 
the policy of the Reagan White House, which showed, wrote Robert Blackwill, “no 
willingness [...] to challenge in any fundamental way the status quo in Eastern 
Europe.”37 In a May 1988 meeting between Secretary of State George Shultz and 
Soviet foreign minister Eduard Shevardnadze during the Reagan-Gorbachev Mos-
cow summit, Shultz said all one needed to say about regional issues was: “Persian 
Gulf, Afghanistan, Central America, Ethiopia, Cambodia and South Africa.”38

Even more than the Reagan administration, the Bush White House team em-
phasized the central watchword of “stability,” though this could not be publicly 
underlined, since, as Baker made clear to Shevardnadze in private discussions, 
“being for stability sounded too much like being for the status quo.”39 At the same 

34 Gates, From the Shadows, 449.
35 Ibid., 460–61.
36 Ibid., 483.
37 �!�����
\�����	"�����q���!�������'����������X!��������!��(\��\�{!���*��!"�����%���!$����

(��!��]����+��!���|!�����	� ed., U.S.-Soviet Relations: The Next Phase ~��%�����X!������(��$��-
sity Press, 1986), 127–52, 144.

38 The White House: Memorandum of Conversation, “Second Shultz-Shevardnadze Meeting,” 31 
��*�^_``�����=�+��^_``��!�!"������������\

39 Baker, Politics of Diplomacy, 140.
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time, the dramatic arms-control initiatives and bilateral approaches to Gorbachev 
of Reagan and Shultz—the supposed genuine, conservative anti-communists—
were abandoned by the Bush administration. Shultz worried for good reason that 
�%��q������!������]� ����!$���>(��������!�� �%���{�����������Q�������%��%���
handed over to the Bush administration might be “squandered.”40 As Robert 
|���%��Q�� &!����� ������� !&� �%�� ��%� =���!���� �������*� X!������ �!���� !����
there was “no such thing as a ‘Reagan-Bush’ foreign policy. Before 1989 there 
was Reagan; afterwards there was Bush.” He adds that an entirely new team was 
brought into the White House, “representing foreign policy approaches funda-
mentally at odds with those of the Reagan administration.”41 Indeed, the new 
White House initiated a lengthy series of policy reviews, the “pause,” which 
frustrated Gorbachev, the European allies, and East European progressives. These 
policy reviews produced little more than “mush,” wrote Baker, leading one to 
doubt whether they simply reflected a lack of direction about how to proceed.42

During the winter and spring of 1989, the White House grew increasingly 
��<�!����!����%��Q�!"��Q��������������%��+��������������!���������$��*�����
lack of engagement. Meanwhile, splits within the administration—with some, like 
=���!���� �������*�+�$�!�� ������ ��!"��!&�� ���� ��������*� !&� 
�&���� ���%����
Cheney, urging caution about Gorbachev’s motives and others, like Secretary of 
�������������	��������*��!����!��"%����!����<��!���!�*¥��!�������%��?%����
House seem inert. “There are those who want to declare the Cold War ended,” 
stated Cheney at the time of his appointment. “But I believe caution is in order 
[...] We must guard against gambling our nation’s security on what may be a 
temporary aberration in the behavior of our foremost adversary.”43

In the end, it is not at all clear that the Bush White House took some initiatives 
in the great events of 1989 because they had come up with policy objectives that 
they sought to implement or because they were worried that their superpower 
status would be diminished by their perceived inactivity. They were particularly 
worried that Gorbachev had seized the initiative in Europe and appeared to gain 
���	��Q�*�����!�������*�����%���<�����!&�{����������%������%��(�����������\44 
In the zero-sum game logic of superpower relations Gorbachev’s burgeoning 
popularity in Europe meant that the president simply had to become more active 
������Q�Q���!���%���!�������\�?%���(���������*�!&�������������	���������!�
Moscow in mid-May 1989, the Soviets took this as a sign that the Bush admin-
istration was at long last ready to renew Ronald Reagan’s efforts to move “be-
yond containment.”45 But even then, the message was off-key, according to 

40 Shultz, Turmoil and Triumph, 1138.
41 Hutchings, American Diplomacy, 6.
42 Baker, Politics of Diplomacy���`\���!"��!&����!��<������%��q�����!�������]�"��%��%�����-

tegic review process. Bush and Scowcroft, A World Transformed, 53.
43 X��������)�&'����For the Soul of Mankind, 425.
44 Bush and Scowcroft, A World Transformed, 43.
45 Chernyaev, Sovmestnyi iskhod, 818.
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�!����%�$\��%��+���������<������"!������%�������!�Q����!$����(��!����Q%��
be more ready to project military power, “which would cause concern in the 
(�����������\]46

+��������!&�*!��Q����%!����!&�^_`_¥���Q!�*��\�
!������������*������
Sarotte among them—suggest that the problem with the Bush administration was 
that it did not care all that much about the Poles or the East Germans and instead 
&!�������������*�!����������%������!�=+��������%�������$���!��!&��%�������
quo.47� =���%��� ��	��Q� �!����%�$�� ����������!�� !&� �%�� ��� !&� &!���� ��� �������
Europe at his word nor understanding the depth of Gorbachev’s need for West-
ern economic and political support, the Bush White House worried inordinately 
��!�����^_���������!��%���"!��������%��{!���!��|��Q��������	����*�(����-
�!���Q������ �� �� �Q�� �!� ���� �Q����� �%���� �!������� ������ ���� �%��� �<�����
American protection if the Soviets invaded. Even more they were concerned 
about a scenario like 1981 in Poland, where communist parties would crush 
���������!��!���!�����Q��������*�&!���������%��(������������"!���������&��"��%�
�!�!���!���<������!���!���\��%���&!��������%��&����&����������!������%��!�������
bloc, scheduled in Poland for 4 June 1989, the American embassy in Warsaw 
"!�������<���$��*���!������!����$���!�*�&!���!�������*\�

A more modest—but nevertheless solid—victory for Solidarity would enhance prospects for 
a stable process of democratization. Total victory or something close to it, including possible 
rejection of the national list, will threaten a sharp defensive reaction from the regime. The po-
sition of the leading party reformers would be endangered. Sharper, and even possibly military 
responses cannot be ruled out.48 

At the least, the embassy sensed that “the historical force of a vast and pow-
erful current is about to transform Poland’s topography forever.”

President Bush’s much-heralded and long-awaited visit to Poland in July 
^_`_������!�����$�����%�!&����������!��!&�(�������������!���!����!�����-
mocratization and the rule of law. Even worse, the president did not deliver on 
��������� ��!���� !&� ���Q�>����� (�� ��!�!���� ���� ��� ��"���� &!�� �%�� �!�������
measures of reform that had been undertaken. The Poles had high hopes for a 
Q��������%����{���>�*�����������$��!���%�������!&��%��(�����������}��!�%��!��-
�����*� �%��&�)��%�?�@ ����������*� ������� �����������������*@�"���	!"	��
mentioned the figure of 10 billion dollars as critical to the survival of the coun-
try’s economy. But Bush was only able to commit to the Polish Sejm a paltry 
15 million dollars for environmental initiatives, while promising to ask Congress 
for an additional 100 million dollars for other purposes.49 There would be some 
����������&��������!���&!�������!��\��!������������!������*�&!���%��{!�����%��

46 Gorbachev, Memoirs, 501.
47 Domber, “Rumblings in Eastern Europe,” 58–61; Sarotte, 1989.
48 +�����*�?���"��!�����������������^_`_�����=�+��q�!�������*�]�
!�\����~�����\
49 �$��� ��!"��!&�� ������ �%��� �%�� [�������� ���	�Q�� "�� q���������Q�*� ���Q��\]� Bush and 

Scowcroft, A World Transformed, 114.
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���������� �%��&� !&� ��&&�� �!%�� �������� &!����� Q!$���!�� !&� =�"� |���%�����
touched a raw nerve when he talked about the dangers of providing generous 
credits; otherwise the Poles would behave like “a kid in a candy shop.”50

President Bush spent more of his time in Warsaw with General Jaruzelski 
�%��� �<�������� ��*��Q� �!� �!�$�����%��� �!� ���� &!����������� �� ��"�*� �!� ������
stability in the country. In fact, Jaruzelski later noted that he decided to run in 
good measure because he felt he had the backing of the Americans.51��%��(��
embassy was deeply fearful that “if Jaruzelski is not elected president, there is 
a genuine danger of civil war ending, in most scenarios, with a reluctant but 
brutal Soviet intervention.”52�)�	���!����%�$����%�"���!���������������q�!	-
ing a stick into an anthill” in Eastern Europe.53 In Bush’s words, “We followed 
closely but quietly, we could accomplish more by saying less.”54�=!�"!�����%��
reception from the Polish people was less triumphant than he and Ambassador 
Davis had hoped.55 His inadvertent statement in Poland that the Soviets might 
think about pulling their troops out of Poland led to such nervousness on Gor-
bachev’s part that the American president (and his ambassador in Moscow) 
immediately tried to reassure Gorbachev that he really didn’t mean it.56

Bush’s visit to Budapest had a similar character, though his welcome there 
was much more enthusiastic than in Poland. Once again, he demonstrated his 
clear preference for the reformed communists in power than the dissidents who 
had struggled to bring about change. At a reception at Ambassador Mark Palm-
��������������%���<�������!������"%����!����*������{!�Q�*��%����%���!�-
munists would surely lose power in a free election. Palmer, who had cultivated 
good relations with dissidents and reform communists, was frustrated, he said, 
�*� q�%�� �<������ �����!�]� !&� �%�� ��������� ���� �������*� !&� ����\� � q��%� ����
Baker kept cautioning these people [...] in my living room [... ] not to go too far 
too fast.” Bush instructed the dissidents that the communist government “was 
�!$��Q�����%����Q%���������!�\��!����!����*�����	��Q��%��Q�!����������������\�
Surely that is prudent.” When Bush was introduced to Janos Kis, the quintes-
sential Central European intellectual and dissident, who enjoyed enormous re-
spect throughout the region, he later told his aides: “These really aren’t the right 

50 Dalos, Der Vorhang geht auf, 57.
51 Ibid., 56.
52 +�����*�?���"��!������������������^_`_�����=�+��q�!�������*�]�
!�\����~���`�\
53 Conversation Gorbachev with Kohl, 12 June 1989, in Savranskaya, Blanton, Zubok, eds., Mas-

terpieces, 463–67, 465.
54 Bush and Scowcroft, A World Transformed, 135.
55 ��� �� ��� �����^_`_� ������ ��������� &!�� �%��?%����|!���� ��������� q{!�����)!!	� �!�{��������

Bush,” Ambassador Davis writes: “[The president’s visit] may even be one of those events 
where the convergence of historic trends, of national interests and of decisive individuals can 
����Q���!������!�������������"%��%��%��Q���%���������!��!&�%��!�*\]�=�+��q�!�������*�]�
!�\�
5, (E384).

56 Matlock, Autopsy on an Empire, 198–99.             
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guys to be running the place. At least not yet. They’re just not ready.” He much 
preferred the rule of the communists in the government.57

��%�� ������!�� �!� �%�� &���� !&� �%�� ������� ?���� !�� _� =!$������ ^_`_� ��&�� ��
similar impression of disinterest and lack of understanding. The Bush and Scow-
croft memoirs protest, perhaps too much, that the administration’s restraint re-
garding the Wall, Poland, and Eastern Europe as a whole was a matter of being 
“prudent”—their favorite word.58 Bush had promised Gorbachev that he would 
not “dance on the wall,” and he most assuredly did not. James Baker notes that 
the President did not want it to appear that “we were sticking our thumb in their 
eye.”59 At the same time, it is not at all clear that he understood the important 
implications of the fall of the Wall for Germany and Europe. Perhaps more im-
portantly, there seemed to be no recognition in his remarks of the role of the 
East German citizenry in bringing about one of the biggest moments in the 
�!������!&��!������\�������>���!��������%��)�����Q����!������!���������-
ed the attention of the world, the Bush administration talked about “normaliza-
tion” and “reconciliation,” but not “unification” or “reunification,” which were 
deemed too incendiary.60 “What was wrong with a divided Germany,” noted 
��������!"��!&���q���!�Q����%��������!��"��������]61 What the Bush admin-
istration defended as prudence, its critics call a lack of imagination.

Helmut Kohl understood the dangers and promises of the East German situ-
ation perfectly. Once East German citizens began to pour out of the country to 
the West through Hungary in summer and crowded into West German embassies 
���{��Q�������?���"���������������!�Q�������*����!��%��������������������¡!%��
quickly concluded that Bonn’s long-time policies of propping up the East Ger-
���� ��Q���� ��� �<�%��Q�� &!�� �!����!�� !�� %����� ��Q%�� ���� $������!�� %���
proven bankrupt. The East German regime was unwilling to engage in genuine 
��&!���������%��������������������!�����!���&&!����!����!�����������!�����"%��%�
the huge number of GDR citizens who threatened to leave would end up in the 
���\�?��%��%�����!������!�����)�����Q�����%������*�&���������%�������%��Q�!&�
�%��?�������=!$�������¡!%����Q����!��!$�������$��*��!"�������&�����!�\

Kohl readily acknowledges his friendship for and the backing of George H. 
W. Bush during the crisis. In his memoirs, he repeatedly gives credit to Bush for 
supporting him and his policies, particularly in light of the furious opposition to 
German developments by British prime minister Margaret Thatcher, the elusive 

57 Sebestyen, Revolution 1989, 304–5.
58 ����&!���<���������%�������!"��!&���A World Transformed, 40, 55. Baker is critical of Amer-

�����������!��#���!��?�������&!��%��Q%������!��%��!����[����!��������������Q��%��?%����
House’s efforts for a “prudent evolution.” Baker, The Politics of Diplomacy, 165. Hutchings 
writes that “the very prudence” with which the president made his policies “cause many to miss 
just how ambitious the central vision was.” Hutchings, American Diplomacy, 38.

59 Baker, The Politics of Diplomacy, 164.
60 Ibid., 162–63.
61 Bush and Scowcroft, A World Transformed, 188–89.
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����������!&������%��������������¹!�������������������%�����>���������������
by Gorbachev, especially in the winter of 1989, to put a full stop to Kohl’s 
plans.62����$*��)�&&����"����� �%���q�%���� §¡!%���������%�ª� &�����%���Q��"�
as they labored to transform the landscape of Europe.”63 It is also true, as Tim-
othy Garton Ash points out, that the Germans needed the Americans, with Bush 
in the lead, to broker the “specific guarantees about united Germany’s military 
����������*��!���!��"%��%���������!����%�$��!��������=+���������%��\]64 
Still, the leadership on the German Question during this period is unambiguous: 
Kohl managed the unification of Germany.

On the question of who was leading whom as a consequence of the fall of 
the Wall, there are telling passages in the Bush and Scowcroft memoirs com-
plaining about the fact the Kohl did not check out his famous “Ten Points” of 
�`�=!$������^_`_�"��%��%��?%����|!�����&!����������*���������Q��%����!��%��
Bundestag.65�~¡!%����!������!������%����*�%���!�����!������������!���Q�����-
ister Hans Dietrich Genscher.) Kohl claims in his memoirs that he did indeed 
alert the president to what he was doing. He writes: 

I informed Bush of my intention to summarize the ideas of the West German government about 
the German Question in a kind of catalog [Katalog]. The American president assured me once 
�Q�����%����%��(���������������!������%���������!&��%���������&!����&>�����������!������
unity.66 

Kohl notes that he decided not to share the Ten Points with his allies (or 
coalition partners) because inevitably the impact of the document would get 
watered down with their input. The allies would all receive it from their ambas-
��!������!����%���!����Q�!&��%�����������!���!��%���������Q��"��%�!����<-
ception: “The American president, whom I had already earlier notified of the 
initiative, would receive the Ten Points personally.”67  However, the Germans 
intentionally sent the White House the Ten Points in the German original. By 
the time they could translate the document, Horst Teltschik noted in a recent 
talk, it would be too late for any potential intervention.68 “We achieved our goal,” 
%��"�!������%������*�&!���_�=!$������^_`_��q�%�������	�������%�����	���!$���
the opinion leadership [Meinungsführerschaft] of the German Question.”69

62 Kohl, Erinnerungen, 871–72.
63 )�&'����For the Soul of Mankind, 439.
64 Timothy Garton Ash, In Europe’s Name: Germany and the Divided Continent ~=�"��!�	�����-

dom House, 1993), 349.
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The Soviets

Bush’s restraint about Eastern Europe and the GDR and the changes going 
on there reflected those of Gorbachev, though the latter was clearly more agitat-
ed by and more garrulous regarding the remarkable events that were capturing 
�%�� "!����� �������!�\� �!����%�$�� �!���!�� ���� �%��� !&� �%�� �!$���� (��!�� "��
also more threatened by these changes than were Bush and the Americans, 
though it is not certain that he understood that fact. Almost from the very be-
ginning, Gorbachev’s attitude about the Soviets’ empire in Eastern Europe was 
complicated and churlish. Often one gets the feeling from the internal conver-
sations about developments in the region that he simply didn’t want to hear about 
them. To start with, “new thinking” in foreign policy was mostly about arms 
�!���!���������!��"��%��%��(������������������ ��������Q�*�!$��� ������������!��
with Europe, meaning Western Europe. His ideas about a “Common European 
Home” were meant to appeal to the West Europeans in particular. Even in his 
conversations with the Americans and Europeans, the East Europeans were 
barely mentioned.70

Gorbachev wanted the East European communists to follow his lead, engage 
in their own form of perestroika, and gain the allegiance of their societies them-
selves. The respective communist parties and the peoples of the “fraternal” 
countries had the right and duty to determine their own “political course” and 
“model of development.”71 Still, sometimes, he passed on more than gentle hints 
to his East European “friends” to abandon their old ways. Gorbachev worried 
that the presence of Soviet troops in parts of Eastern Europe might provoke 
anti-Soviet attacks of one sort or another which might force action on his part.72 
�����������!�������������%!�����%���������!������!���������������<�����
�%���!$����(��!���!������$����!���%������%��&��Q������%����!"����!���\��%�����!��
"���!�Q����%����!"��%!������!������*���Q�Q��Q�����<����$����&!��\��$����-
ally, in Gorbachev’s words, “a synthesis of democracy and socialism” would 
take place.73 But he was not sanguine about the willingness of the East Europe-
an party bosses to follow his lead: “at first they did not take our intentions se-
riously but treated them with polite curiosity and even condescending irony.” 
Once they realized he was indeed serious, Gorbachev writes, “they began to 
make clear their refusal to accept perestroika, especially when it came to democ-
ratization and glasnost.”74

70 ����{�����%��	!�����|�+��|���X���!<������\
71 #��������$���$��������������$���������$���	�*���q����%��=����!&����!�����!$����?��%���"���

&�!������������!���]������¢�¢�����!�!�������>{��������*��=\�{����)���!"������)�!�!��!�=�����
eds., Europe and the End of the Cold War (Abingdon: Routledge, 2008), 36–48, 38.

72 Kramer, “The Collapse (Part 1),” 189–92.
73 Gorbachev and Mlynar, Conversations with Gorbachev, 84.
74 Gorbachev, Memoirs, 483.
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Gorbachev was pleased with the fact that Jaruzelski had taken decisive lead-
ership in the matter of reform in Poland, but he was annoyed with the rest of the 
East European party bosses.75 In a 29 January 1987 Politburo plenum, Gorbachev 
stated:

We notice the distancing from us of Honecker, Kadar, and Zhivkov. With Honecker we have 
��&&�������!&�$��"�§\\\ª�������&>�����������!��%���������"��%��%����Q!��$�§\\\ª�|��������-
�[���"��%�%!"�"��%�$����!�������"��%���	%��!$�§�%����&���Q�!&�%������%��������
��������
^_`�ª\� ?�� %�$�� �!� ���	� [���*� �!� �%�� ����������� �$��*� �����Q� �!������� ����*� ���� ��"���
for that which goes on in their country. Kadar and Honecker don’t believe that the process [of 
perestroika] can no longer be reversed. Husák spreads compliments but comes out against ev-
erything new at home. Zhivkov talks about campaignism [kampaneishchineª���!���¡%��%�%�$�
with his reforms started the 1956 [uprising] in Hungary. And now, supposedly, Gorbachev is 
destabilizing the socialist community.76

During his visit to Prague in April 1987, Gorbachev was thrilled as always by 
the wildly enthusiastic reception of the crowds, who looked to him as their savior. 
“The atmosphere reminded me of May 1945,” he told his Politburo comrades on 
16 April: “They shouted at me: ‘stay here for just one year.’” But he also noted 
grimly that the Czechs showed no enthusiasm at all for their communist leader, 
Gustáv Husák. At the end of the visit, he told Husák: “We will not carry out our 
policy of perestroika at your cost. But you should not count on living at our 
cost.”77 By December, Husák was out of office.

Despite his lack of enthusiasm for most of the East European leaders, Gor-
bachev consistently refused to become involved their internal politics. He was 
������*�������&���!&��!��������!���������������=��!����X���´����������%!��
silence when Romanian dissident communists asked for his support in removing 
the Romanian dictator. “We will not react [to this request],” Gorbachev told the 
�!$���� ������!��� "%!� %��� �!�$�*��� �%�� ������\� q?�� �!� �!�� ��<� ���!� �%����
affairs.”78�X!�����*��!��%��"!�����!&��%��(��Q!$����������!����%�$��!!	�������Q��
view of the revolutionary changes that enveloped Poland in the summer of 1989. 
Ambassador Jack Matlock correctly assessed Moscow’s attitude toward the Pol-
ish events. They would have liked the communist party to remain a major player 
in Polish politics, Matlock wrote. 

��������%��[��������*������%!�Q%��!�������*���*�������������������!�"���!"��!�������Q������%���
the Soviets will do so, if it comes to that, after much gagging and gulping. Their essential inter-
������{!�����"����������[����*���*���Q������!�������*>����!���!����%���������!�!����!������
stability and avoid anti-Soviet outbursts.79 

75 Gorbachev writes: “He [Jaruzelski] and I had formed a very close and, I would say, amicable 
relationship.” Gorbachev, Memoirs, 485.

76 Chernyaev, Veber, Medvedev, eds., V Politbyuro, 141. 
77 Ibid., 166.
78 ���$���$�����|�+��|���X���!<������\
79 =�+��q�!�������*\]
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Mark Kramer concludes that the Soviets were more activist than that: “Rath-
er than trying to save the PZPR’s [the Polish party’s] ‘leading role’ in Polish 
!����*�� �%���!$����(��!�� ����$��*� &����������� �%��������!&�X!������� ����� ���
Poland.”80

During his fateful visit to East Berlin on 6–7 October for the celebration of 
the fortieth anniversary of the birth of the East German state, which he had tried 
very hard to avoid attending, Gorbachev again felt moved by the crowds. As they 
filed past him, even with Honecker at his side they cried out “Gorbachev, you 
are our hope!” “Perestroika! Gorbachev! Help us!” and “Gorby, Gorby!”81 
Honecker was a hopeless case, Gorbachev was convinced, but he would not 
himself intervene to remove him from his position. Still, he understood, as Egon 
¡����� %��� �!��� ������ ��� �������� �%��� �&� �%�� ��
� ���� �!�� ���!$�� q����%�]� q�%��
matter would quickly come to a storming of the Wall.”82 After Gorbachev’s signals 
in Berlin that change would not be unwelcome in Moscow and some 70,000 
��!������Q�Q��� ��� �%�� &����!&� �� �����!&�%�Q�����!������!�� ���)�����Q�!��_�
October, Krenz and his allies in the SED leadership removed Honecker from 
power.83

Mirroring his superpower rivals in Washington, who focused on Soviet-Amer-
ican relations and arms control, Gorbachev did not seem to know or care much 
about what happened in the countries of Eastern Europe as long as they remained 
��� �%�� ?���"� {���� ���� =+��� "�� �!�&����� �!� ?������ ���!��\� |�� ��!���
confidant on policy matters, Anatolii Chernyaev, writes that: “He [Gorbachev] 
simply poorly understood the national situation in the allied states. Our policy 
towards them [...] was completely un-thought through. [...] We did not have a 
policy.”84

The Central Committee plenum transcripts for 1989 and 1990, not to mention 
the diaries and available Soviet foreign ministry materials from that period, bare-
ly mention Eastern Europe and the events that were dramatically transforming 
the region. Instead, the Soviet party leaders, Gorbachev at their head, seemed 
fully occupied with the economy, the fate of perestroika, keeping control of do-
mestic political opponents, and, eventually, the upheaval in the Caucasus and 
Baltic republics. Chernyaev notes that no more than 5–6 percent of their discus-
sions were about foreign policy, and these were dominated primarily by arms 
control and ending the Cold War, not Eastern Europe.85 Gorbachev’s chief of staff, 

80 Kramer, “The Collapse (Part 1),” 200.
81 Gorbachev, Memoirs, 524.
82 Chernyaev, Sovmestnyi iskhod, 806.
83 See A. James McAdams, ~��`�	"���������_��`����� �̂�������	�������	 (Princeton: Princeton 

(��$����*�{�����^_�\
84 X%���*��$�����|�+��|���X���!<�^�������\
85 Chernyaev in Savranskaya, Blanton, Zubok, eds., Masterpieces��^��\�q�!���Q���!���*���$����%��

�!������������!�������$�������%������!��!&�����������[����!����!!	����!��*�[$��!���<����-
cent of the considerations of Gorbachev and the Politburo, of their time and their nerves.”
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Valerii Boldin, goes so far as to claim that: “The major changes in the countries 
of the former Socialist commonwealth were never discussed in any forums what-
soever, large or small.”86�����"%���������%���!���Q��������*���%!��!&&������"%!�
were in charge of Eastern Europe and the “fraternal” socialist countries were 
�!��������������������Q������������&����%����%���<�����!��(������?���
European affairs.87 Even the foreign minister himself was preoccupied with the 
fate of perestroika. “Shevardnadze’s role and attention,” wrote James Baker, in 
��&������� �!� �� =!$������ ^_`_� {���� ������Q� "��%� �%�� �!$���� &!���Q�� ���������
“are being diverted increasingly to domestic issues.”88

Initially, Gorbachev felt that the changes taking place in Eastern Europe could 
only help the Soviet cause by building internal stability and political consensus 
in these countries.  He also did not think that Soviet security and internal stabil-
ity would be affected by changes in Eastern Europe. He and his advisors repeat-
���*��!�����������������!�$�����!���%����%���!$����(��!��%�����������!������
in the late 1940s for the transfer of an unworkable Stalinist system to Eastern 
���!��\�=!"�"���%�������&!���%���*�����!������������\������$�����|��Q��*��
Poland, and eventually the GDR were hit by political crises, Gorbachev was 
neither willing to intervene by force nor to guide the course of events. The use 
of force would sink perestroika and encourage the conservatives at home, while 
bringing an end to good relations with the West. In his important December 1988 
����%�����%��(������=���!����!����%�$��������%��"!�����%����%���!$����(��!��
would not interfere with the “radical and revolutionary changes that are taking 
place” and “that force and the threat of force can no longer be, and should not 
be instruments of foreign policy.”89

Even guidance implied responsibility, and he was not willing to take it on. 
�!����%�$�����|������¡!%���<�%��Q�������!�������&!�	��*��Q���������������
������&!���%�����������������!�����|��Q��*\�¡!%���������q)����%���%���%��������
in the village [...] [meaning] the Hungarians should decide themselves what they 
want.” Gorbachev responded, “We have a similar proverb: do not go to another 
monastery with your own charter.”90 In early October 1989 Chernyaev noted in 
his diary: “In a word, as a world phenomenon, socialism is undergoing a complete 
dismantling. [...] And probably, this is inevitable and good.”91 By this point, Gor-
bachev himself says that he had become more of a social democrat than a Soviet 

86 Boldin, Ten Years, 144.
87 +\�)\�+����%�������|�+��|���X���!<�^����\
88 Baker, The Politics of Diplomacy, 141. “It was obvious from his style of operation,” writes Bak-

er later in his memoirs, “that Shevardnadze was preoccupied with domestic matters.” Ibid., 150.
89 �!����%�$�������%� �!� �%��(=����
��������^_``��X==�X!���?����������|��!������
!��-

������ %��������\������\����%����_��!����
!�������Q!����%�$¼����%¼�!¼(=\%��� ~��-
cessed 3 July 2013). 

90 Conversation Gorbachev with Kohl, 12 June 1989, in Savranskaya, Blanton, Zubok, eds., Mas-
terpieces,465.

91 Chernyaev, Sovmestnyi iskhod, 806.
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socialist of the old stripe.92 Some scholars have suggested that Gorbachev had 
begun to see the world through the eyes of European statesmen and political 
leaders.93

As superpower leaders, Bush repeatedly assured Gorbachev that he would not 
take advantage of the upheavals that were taking place in Eastern Europe one 
after the other, and Gorbachev assured Bush that he would not intervene militar-
ily or politically, and would allow “history” to take its course. Both appreciated 
�%�� !�%���� ���!������!�� !&� ��������\� =�$���%����� �%���� "���� ����� �!"��&���
&�Q����!���!�%�����"%!��!���������!��������%���!��$���!��!&��%��!�%��\�=!�
matter how often the end of the Cold War was pronounced by politicians and 
pundits in both countries, both sides sometimes continued to operate as if they 
were the superpowers of old locked in deadly competition. The KGB and CIA 
produced reports accusing the other, respectively, of trying to take advantage of 
the new situation for the purpose of undermining the other. As a KGB document 
from August 1989 put it: 

In the conditions of the revolutionary renewal of Soviet society, the spread of democracy and 
glasnost, the special services of the capitalist countries and the foreign, anti-Soviet centers tied 
"��%��%���§\\\ª���������&!����Q��%���������Q�!��������$��*��Q������%��(����!������"������Q���
and tactical platform

with the goal of “forcibly overthrowing Soviet power.”94�+���� (���� "�!���
�����*�&!��*�*�����Q!��q�!��!���������!"���%��(���������������������%�$�������
struggling not so much against each other as against phantoms, their own fears of 
what each might become unless it scored points over the other or barred success to 
the other side.”95 This was as true of 1989 as it was earlier in the Cold War.

�!����%�$���������Q����������%������!&�^_`_���%���!$���������!&��<�%��Q��Q�
German unification for this country’s neutralization and demilitarization that 
surfaced periodically in the early postwar history of Soviet-German relations, 
worried the White House and encouraged the president to reinvigorate his close 
relationship with Kohl and Bonn. But Gorbachev had more important things on 
%������\�+�����*����^_`���%��%����!���%����$�!���%����%�������������������"��
key to the success of perestroika. As its major trading partner in the West and the 
most likely potential source of foreign capital, investment, and loans, the Soviet 
(��!�����������*����������Q!!��������!�%���"��%��!��\��*��%��������%���������
unification issue became serious during the winter of 1989–90, it had become 

92 Gorbachev and Mlynar, Conversations with Gorbachev, 79.
93 James J. Sheehan, “The Transformation of Europe and the End of the Cold War,” in Jeffrey A. 

Engel, ed., The Fall of the Berlin Wall: The Revolutionary Legacy of 1989 ~�<&!�����<&!���
(��$����*�{�������_�������`\�

94� q�� !������� $� ¡��� ����� (���$����*�� �!� ��%�%���� !$��	!Q!� 	!�������!��!$!� ��!*��]�
4 August 1989, in HIA, fond 89, op. 18, d. 127, l. 1.

95 +�����\�(�����The Rivals: America and Russia since World War II�~=�"��!�	��#�	��Q��^_�^���
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��������Q�*� ������ �%��� �!����%�$� "�� �%�� ������ !&� ��� �<������*� "��	�� �&� �!��
failed, state. He urgently needed help. He reached out to the West Germans, 
hopeful that a close relationship with them would bring important political and, 
especially, economic gains. During Gorbachev’s discussions with Kohl in Bonn 
in June 1989, the German Chancellor made no bones about the potential econom-
ic benefits of Soviet concessions on the German Question. Closer relations were 
impossible “as long as the division of Germany stands between us. It is the de-
cisive impediment in our relationship.”96

In the fall of 1989, there was considerable opposition in the ranks of Gor-
���%�$����$�!���������������*���!�Q��%��q��������*]�����%���!���Q������-
try and Central Committee, to concessions on the German Question. Although 
some thought that the unification of Germany was inevitable and felt some 
sympathy for the Germans’ frustrations with the division of their country, most 
could not admit to themselves that they were “losing Germany,” and, as a result 
could not muster serious policy alternatives for Gorbachev, even if he would have 
entertained them.97���%������	��������������!��!��!�����&�����!��!&�������*�!��
principle, but were concerned that “we should ‘sell’ it at a higher price.”98 Gor-
bachev had been able to confine the actual decision-making process to such a 
narrow group of insiders that even the Politburo did not raise objections to the 
possibility of unification.99�?%����%��{!������!�����!��_�=!$������� �%����*�!&�
the breaching of the Wall, there was no discussion about the situation in Germa-
ny. Instead Gorbachev and the Soviet leaders were focused on the upheaval in 
the Baltic republics.100 Even the Soviet ambassador in East Berlin, Vyacheslav 
Kochemasov, and the local Soviet intelligence station were poorly informed about 
the events surrounding the fall of the Wall.101

In the wake of the fall of the Wall, the opposition of Mitterrand and especial-
ly of Thatcher to unification was more annoying for Kohl than helpful to Gor-
bachev. “Twice we have defeated the Germans! And now they are here again!” 
�%��q��!��)��*]������������%�������!��Q�������Q�!&��%�����!�����X!������*����
December 1989.102 Gorbachev had the uncomfortable feeling that Thatcher and 
Mitterrand (and even the Americans) were using him as way to hold up the pro-
cess of unification and serve as a lightning rod for Bonn’s ire. As he stated in a 
��=!$��������!��!&��%��{!������!��q�%��?����!�����"�����%������*�!&����-

96 Kohl, Erinnerungen, 888–89.
97 +����%�������|�+��|���X���!<�^����\�������!�X%���*��$���!<�^����\
98 ����������|�+��|���X���!<�^���_\
99 �\��\�¡!�����	!�����|�+��|���X���!<������\�������!�X%���*��$���!<�^������^\
100 ?��������������� ���� �$������� ��$���	�*��� q�&� ��?���� ����� ��� ������� ���� �!�!"� |����*�
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many, but wants us to deal with it, as a way to bring us into conflict with the 
���������"�*��!����$��������������"�����%��(��������������*\]103 At the same 
time, he later admitted, he had no idea at the time what challenges the German 
Question would pose to Soviet foreign policy.104

As a result, by the beginning of 1990, despite intense opposition internally 
and from Mitterrand and especially Thatcher abroad, Gorbachev went so far to 
endorse the inevitability of German unification, something than even the wildest 
optimists in the White House about the German Question could not have predict-
ed. Baker and Kohl laid out the conditions under which unification would take 
�����\�=���%����%�$����������!���!����%�$�%������%�!&������Q�������!���	�\�
���Q������$	����"%!��!!	����������%���������*�^__�������!������!�!"�"��%�
James Baker, stated: “We had no position [...] no concrete line.” As a result, 
Q�$��� �%���������������>(���!���!����!����%�$��!�������!�� �%�������!��!&�
"%��%����%����"������������������*��!������������������"��%�=+��\105

Conclusions

While Thatcher and Mitterrand wanted Gorbachev to stop German unifica-
tion, Gorbachev wanted them (and Kohl) to restrain the Americans from “inter-
fering” in Eastern Europe, when that was pretty much the last thing on Wash-
��Q�!��� ����\� ��� &����� �%�� ?%���� |!��� "�� ��<�!�� �!� 	���� �!����%�$� ���
power and to maintain the balance in Europe, both of which could be disrupted 
by any upheaval in Eastern Europe.106 Meanwhile, the Americans continued to 
worry that Gorbachev would take advantage of them by scoring points in Europe 
"��%������!���!����������$�������������Q�¡!%�����!����������������!�%��\�����
for both superpowers, the status quo was preferable to any changes, because—in 
some important senses—change challenged the position of the superpowers 
themselves.

The wait-and-see attitude of the superpowers toward Eastern Europe and the 
concomitant attachment of both to a static European reality that was changing 
more quickly and more dynamically than they themselves could absorb gave the 
East Europeans and the Germans the chance to shape their own destinies in 1989. 
Shevardnadze’s answer to the Hungarians when they decided in May 1989 to 
pull down the barriers to East German flight to the West was typical: “This is 
����&&�����%����!������|��Q��*���%���
��������%�����\]107 When Kohl queried 
Gorbachev about the same issue, the general secretary simply answered: “The 
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104 Gorbachev, Memoirs, 516.
105� �\�+\������$	�������|�+��|���X���!<������\�������!��!ldin, Ten Years, 143.
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Hungarians are a good people.”108 The Polish communists could make a deal 
with Solidarity about sharing power at the round table discussions of spring 
1989, which was the first step toward the dismantling of communism in Poland, 
"��%!����!$���� �����&������\���������������!�����!�� ���)�����Q��!���� ��	��
to the streets with the confidence, if not assurance that Soviet troops would not 
interfere with their strivings for control of their own destiny. Helmut Kohl and 
his deputy Horst Teltschik could take advantage of the upheaval in East Germa-
�*������%��&����!&��%��?�����!����$���%����!���!&����&�����!�\�=���%����%���!$�-
ets nor the Americans would stop them. The self-induced paralysis of the super-
�!"���%�����������������%���
�������%����������Q���������!��%���!�"���
!��������������*\�#���������������!����%�$����������	��Q�&!���!�%��%��¡�������
and White House when he noted: “We did not control the events, but the events 
controlled us.”109

Of course, Gorbachev and his actions were critical to the outcome of the 
revolutions of 1989. His determination that his East European “friends” stand 
on their own feet and take responsibility for their own countries, without being 
able to count on Soviet backing or even instructions, accelerated the pace of 
�%��Q�� &�!��^_`��!�"���\��%��$��*��<������!&�������!�	����!����!���Q���
East European oppositionists to press forward their demands and took the sails 
of their communist opponents, who no longer had the backing of Moscow.110 
�!����%�$�� ��������� ����������!�� !&� �%�� ����%��$� 
!������¥��$��� �<��������
but clear enough for all to understand—took away a crucial psychological, as 
well as real, undergirding for the communist regimes of Eastern Europe.

But the Soviet general secretary seemed no more focused on the German 
Question than he was on the Polish, where he naively thought Jaruzelski could 
forge a political alliance with the opposition that would keep Poland in the War-
saw Pact and as a Soviet strategic ally for a long time to come. Gorbachev’s 
repeated response to the Poles, the Hungarians, the Bulgarians, and the others 
was that their political development was their business. They needed to deal with 
their problems and their crises. This answer was particularly inappropriate for 
the GDR, where there were nearly a half million Soviet troops and their depen-
dents stationed around the country. So much of the Soviet self-image was 
"������� ��� ��� �%�� $���!�*� !$��� =���� ������*�� *��!������ �*� �%���� �������*�
presence in the east. But, like so much else, Gorbachev simply did not have an 
answer to the German Question. Gorbachev did not have a German policy, and 
�%!��"%!������ ��������Q��%����������� ����%���!���Q��������*������#��������
�������%����!&��%��X�������X!������������������!����
�����������"�����!�����-
ly shunted aside because of their “conservatism.” As a result, with some twists 
and turns, Gorbachev was pulled along by Kohl. And Kohl’s vision was based 

108 +����%�������|�+��|���X���!<�^����\
109 ����������|�+��|���X���!<�^���_\
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on an instinctive understanding of the East German population, those who sought 
to leave, those who demonstrated, and those who simply wanted to be done with 
�%��!��������<���������&!��$��\

There is good reason for the superpowers to have congratulated themselves 
about 1989, but the story is mostly about what they did not do rather than what 
they did. There are also serious questions about what they understood and what 
they didn’t. But in their fascination with each other and their doctrinaire views 
of their own superpower influence they did not interfere with the revolutions of 
^_`_�� !���%��Q� �%��� ����!�� ��� ���� !&� �%�� ���!����� �!"��� ���� �%�� �����%�
Revolution, the Revolutions of 1848, or the Bolshevik Revolution. With the su-
perpowers sitting on their hands, everything worked out reasonably well.
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